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Module Two: Introduction to Emotional Intelligence 

To define emotional intelligence in the workplace, we must 

first understand the definition of emotional intelligence.  

Emotional intelligence, or EQ, is usually described as the 

ability to identify one’s emotions and the control of those 

emotions while expressing oneself.  This also includes being 

empathetic to others and cultivating successful interpersonal 

relationships. 

Emotional intelligence is not only useful in day-to-day life, but it is critical to a successful workplace.  In 

fact, EQ is more important in the business world than IQ.  With an emotionally intelligent team, 

maximum success can be achieved.  This can be achieved through improved communication, empathy 

for others, and better resolution of conflict between the team members, and also customers. 

 

Definition 

What does the entire phrase “emotional intelligence at work” mean?  There are five 

main areas of focus that are included in most studies: 

 Self-awareness – of emotions and self-worth, and confidence in one’s abilities. 

 Self-regulation – of emotions, standards of honesty, and adaptability. 

 Motivation – drive to achieve goals, commitment, and initiative. 

 Empathy – high sense of diversity, compassion, and is driven to assist others. 

 Social Skills – skills in conflict management, communication, and leadership. 

 

Estimated Time  7 minutes 

Topic Objective To define emotional intelligence and how it relates to the workplace. 

 

Topic Summary 

EQ Definition 

This exercise asks participants to list several examples of good emotional 

People may not remember what you said, but 

they remember the way you made them fee 

    Maya Angelou 
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intelligence in regards to the workplace. 

Materials Required 01:  Defining Emotional Intelligence in the Workplace 

Recommended Activity Give participants the worksheet and allow them to work individually. 

 Per the instructions on the worksheet, instruct participants to list 

different examples of the five areas of focus.  Invite everyone to 

share their answers. 

Stories to Share Share any personal, relevant stories. 

Delivery Tips Encourage everyone to participate. 

Review Questions How can improving emotional intelligence improve the workplace? 

 

History 

In the early 1970’s, the United States Supreme Court ruled that companies could not 

hire based on the results of IQ testing.  The court determined that employment 

testing must be job performance related.  Harvard University began researching 

other testing that companies could use that would better determine the potential 

for problem solving, conflict resolution and leadership.  Emotional intelligence 

research and study really started after a Harvard professor, Howard Gardner, 

established that EQ is more desired in employees than the book learning of a college degree and high 

IQ.   

Around 1995, Dr. Goleman authored the book Emotional Intelligence.  This best seller was an immediate 

topic of conversation.  Goleman’s book outlined the five key areas of emotional intelligence and how 

they relate to the day to day lives of everyone.  It was shortly after Goleman’s book; the Emotional 

Competency Inventory was created and is still one of the most popular tests used to determine 

emotional intelligence of a perspective employee. 

 

Estimated Time  6 minutes 

Topic Objective To discuss the history of emotional intelligence and its use in the 

workplace and hiring. 

Topic Summary History 

This exercise allows participants to review the history of this subject.  
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Materials Required White board and markers. 

Recommended Activity Initially, participants should discuss in groups of two.  The groups should 

review the history.  Regroup into one large group and discuss the small 

groups’ results. 

Stories to Share Share any personal, relevant stories. 

Delivery Tips Encourage everyone to participate. 

Review Questions How did emotional intelligence first get its start in the workplace? 

 

Who Needs It? 

Everyone essentially needs to identify and build their emotional intelligence.  In the 

workplace, it is now being considered a hiring trait that is desired by all the leading 

corporations.  As far back as 2014, twenty percent of companies were testing and 

evaluating perspective employees and their emotional intelligence.   By identifying 

employees that have high emotional intelligence, they more efficiently focus on 

these employees and cultivate the leaders of tomorrow.  This is also a way for companies to identify the 

lower leveled employees and direct these people towards identifying and improving their emotional 

intelligence levels.   

 

Estimated Time  6 minutes 

Topic Objective To understand the need for a high emotional intelligence, especially in the 

workplace. 

Topic Summary Who Needs It? 

Discuss the reasons that high EQ is being desired by many companies?   

Materials Required White board/markers 

Recommended Activity Each participant should contribute to the list of reasons for identifying an 

employee’s emotional intelligence and give examples used in the 

workplace.  

Stories to Share Share any personal, relevant stories. 

Delivery Tips Encourage everyone to participate. 
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Review Questions Why is it important for you to understand your personal emotional 

intelligence? 

 

Goals 

What are the goals of emotional intelligence and increasing its traits and skills?  

Simply put, it is to better communicate with others, build relationships, and influence 

others around us in a more positive way.  This growth is all based on our emotions 

and how we use them, and not let our emotions use us. 

Once we identify our emotions, we can then begin to change our emotions to be less 

negative and less stressful.  We can also use these changes to improve our social skills.  Social skills in 

combination of communication equals someone who builds rapport.   

 

Estimated Time  6 minutes 

Topic Objective To understand the goals of increasing our emotional intelligences. 

Topic Summary Goals 

Discuss the goals of emotional intelligence.   

Materials Required White board/markers 

Recommended Activity Each participant should contribute to the list of ways that improving 

emotional intelligence can improve one’s life.  

Stories to Share Share any personal, relevant stories. 

Delivery Tips Encourage everyone to participate. 

Review Questions Why is it important for you to understand the goals of improving 

emotional intelligence? 
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Case Study 

John was told by a colleague that he was very emotionally intelligent, but he hadn't had 

even the slightest clue as to what that really meant. He approached another colleague 

named Jessica. She explained that it could mean a number of things, including that he must 

be great at self-management, self-regulation, and self-motivation. She told him where it 

started and why.  She also explained why everyone needs to increase their skills to be better 

communicators.  John realized what a great compliment it was to be considered an emotionally 

intelligent person, and thanked the colleague, and Jessica, for the confidence boost and information. 

 

Estimated Time  5 minutes 

Topic Objective Outline the Introduction to Emotional Intelligence case study. 

Topic Summary 
Case Study 

Discuss what it means to have emotional intelligence. 

Materials Required None 

Planning Checklist None 

Recommended Activity Discuss the outcome of the case study. 

Stories to Share Share any personal, relevant stories. 

Delivery Tips Encourage everyone to participate. 

Review Questions What did John realize about emotional intelligence? 
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Module Two: Review Questions 

1) Which of the areas listed below is not part of the focus of “emotional intelligence in the 

workplace? 

a) Motivation 

b) Contribution 

c) Empathy 

d) Communication 

Emotional intelligence focuses on emotions and the control of those emotions.  Contribution is 

not emotional, but more performance based. 

2) Emotional intelligence is more important in the business world than? 

a) Family background 

b) Absenteeism 

c) Staying up on current events 

d) Intelligence quotient 

EQ is now considered more important than an employee’s IQ.  It is more important that the 

team functions well together than one that knows more than most. 

3) What did the United States Supreme Court rule in regards the use of intelligence quotient 

testing of perspective employees? 

a) The use of this testing is unconstitutional 

b) The use of this testing must be limited to those under twenty-five years of age 

c) The use of this testing must be limited to small groups of employees 

d) The use of this testing is constitutional 

The court’s ruling determined that IQ testing is unconstitutional.  All testing must be job- 

performance related. 

4) Which of the groups listed below does not need to increase its emotional intelligence? 

a) 18 - 25 year olds 

b) Married employees 

c) No one, everyone should 

d) Everyone, it’s a skill that isn’t for everyone 

Everyone can benefit from increasing their emotional intelligence, and this is even truer in the 

workplace.  Communication and relationship management are key to success. 
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5) Which of the areas listed below is not part of the emotional intelligence realm? 

a) Emotional awareness 

b) Empathy 

c) Building rapport 

d) Event planning 

Emotional intelligence is defined as focusing on our own emotions and their control.  Social skills 

and empathy are also usually included.  Event planners need these skills but it is not part of the 

subject. 

6) Empathy includes all the following traits, except: 

a) Active listening 

b) Feeling sorry for another person 

c) Understanding the feelings of another person 

d) Sharing the emotions of another person 

Empathy is not so much feeling sorry for another, but rather feeling with the other person.  

Understanding and sharing the other person’s position is not feeling sorry for others. 

7) One of the goals to building emotional intelligence is: 

a) Being able to train others 

b) Being able to earn more respect and authority 

c) Being able to better connect with others 

d) Being able to score higher on the IQ testing 

Emotional intelligence building is focused on skills that help us better connect with ourselves 

and others.  Communication, building rapport, and empathy are all part of this study. 

8) What must happen first to help improve emotional intelligence? 

a) Changing your emotions 

b) Identifying your emotions 

c) Communicating your emotions 

d) Ignoring your emotions 

The first step to improving one’s emotional intelligence is to get in touch with our own emotions 

and identifying them.  One cannot change what he/she does not identify. 
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9) Why do employers prefer emotional intelligence over “book smarts”? 

a) These employees are better leaders and team players 

b) These employees are more negative employees and get things done 

c) These employees are more focused on investment and stay on budget 

d) These employees are better followers and allow to be led easily 

Employers find that these employees are better communicators, better team players, and more 

positive to be around.  These employees can influence, motivate and empathize with others. 

10) When is the best time to increase your emotional intelligence? 

a) Never 

b) After the age of 50 

c) Now 

d) Before puberty 

Now is the best time for anyone to increase these traits.  Children who understand their 

emotions are great to begin these teachings.  Anyone of any age is able to increase their skills. 
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Worksheet One:  Definition of Emotional Intelligence 

Use this worksheet to examine the different areas of emotional intelligence and give examples.   

Self-awareness: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Self-regulation: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Motivation: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Empathy: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Social Skills: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Icebreaker One: The 10 Minute Challenge 

PURPOSE 

It will help introduce the topic of time management in a fun, non-confrontational manner. 

MATERIALS REQUIRED 

1. Flip chart paper 

2. Markers 

3. Timer or watch 

4. Craft supplies if desired (colored paper and pencils, glue, sparkles, etc.) 

PREPARATION 

Write out the following list on a piece of flip chart paper. Ensure that it stays covered until the end of 

the activity explanation. 

5. Do a lap around the room (5 points) 

6. Create something for the instructor to wear, such as a hat or tie (10 points; bonus 5 points if the 

instructor actually wears it) 

7. Find out something unique about each person on the team (5 points) 

8. Sing a song together (15 points) 

9. Make a paper airplane and throw it from one end of the room to another (10 points) 

10. Get everyone in the room to sign a single piece of paper (5 points) 

11. Count the number of pets owned by your group (20 points) 

12. Assign a nickname to each member of the team (5 points) 

13. Create name cards for each team member (5 points; bonus 5 points if you use your team 

nicknames) 

14. Make a tower out of the materials owned by your group (10 points) 

15. Convince a member of another team to join you (20 points) 

16. Name your team and come up with a slogan (5 points for the name, 5 points for the slogan) 

17. Re-create the sounds of the Amazon rainforest with the sounds of your voices (10 points) 

18. Make a list of what your team wants out of the workshop (15 points) 

19. Form a conga line and conga from one end of the room to another (5 points; bonus 10 points if 

anyone joins you) 

You can customize this list as you wish; just make sure there is a point value (which is completely up to 

you) assigned to each item. 

 

You will also want to create a scoreboard matrix on flip chart paper that looks like this:  
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 TEAM 1 TEAM 2 TEAM 3 

TASK 1    

TASK 2    

TASK 3    

TASK 4 (AND ON…)    

TOTAL    

 

This should stay hidden until the end of the activity. 

EXPLANATION 

Divide participants into teams of five to eight. Unveil the numbered list of tasks. Explain that they have 

ten minutes to collect as many points as possible. They must be safe and they only have ten minutes! 

ACTIVITY 

Give participants ten minutes to perform their tasks, and enjoy the show! After ten minutes, add up 

their points using your pre-designed matrix and announce the winner. Keep the list of tasks; you may 

want to tape it to the wall. 

 

DEBRIEF 

After the activity, discuss learning points. Possible discussion topics include: 

20. How did teams decide what tasks they wanted to do? Most groups will analyze the time the task 

will take and/or the difficulty level, compare it with the value (possible number of points), and 

prioritize as a result. We do this when managing our time, too: we often choose the high-yield, 

low-effort tasks over the low-yield, high-effort tasks (and rightly so!).  

21. Were any decisions based on task dependencies? For the name card task, for example, teams 

received bonus points if they used team nicknames. Performing these two tasks together would 

triple the points received. This often happens in life, too – batching tasks increases your results 

exponentially. 

22. What group dynamics came into play? If participants knew each other before, they may feel 

more comfortable performing a personally risky activity, like singing a song. This comes into play 

when prioritizing tasks, too; we’re more likely to stay within our comfort zone, especially if 

we’re working in a team. 
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23. What skills came into play? For example, several tasks involved creativity and artistic skills. Did 

teams find out whether any members had artistic talent before deciding to do the task? 

24. What additional information did you ask for? How did that affect your approach? Some groups 

will catch on to the fact that there is no rule that the whole group must perform every task, and 

will divide their resources and achieve more points as a result. The lesson to learn here is that 

you need all the information you can get before prioritizing tasks and making a plan. Some 

teams may have even realized this partway through the activity and adjusted their approach as 

a result. Kudos to them! 

25. Did ethics come into play? Although “stealing” another team member was worth a lot of points, 

some teams are uncomfortable with the idea and avoid this task. 
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r their participation in the workshop. 
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